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The RIO Regular Investment Account is almost certainly set to produce a stellar month.
Being one of the few, who correctly predicted that Republican Donald Trump would be elected the
45th President of the United States, I can now confidently state that the RIO Regular Account (the
club's high risk investment account) will certainly post the largest monthly gain since its launch this
month.
The reason being, having acquired several stocks for the Regular Account last Thursday, 3rd, and
Friday, 4th November, I promptly sold 100% of the positions in profit on Monday, 7th taking profits
on the back of the stock market rally. This action was very pertinent as the false rally had all but
petered out by Monday evening. The rally, as most know, was simply due to the declaration by the
FBI who had announced on the Clinton email scandal.
With profits banked, I then shorted the Dow to benefit from the Trump victory I had forecast weeks
ago. My action was taken in full knowledge that if I were proven wrong, we would be right anyway
since the Regular Account would still likely record a gain, since I had already secured approximately
3% in profits by Monday,7th. However, if I were correct on there being a Trump victory, the Regular
Account would post a very significant gain during November.
Well as we all know I have been proved correct, and Trump has shocked many with the victory over
Democrat rival Hillary Clinton. He pulled off a series of surprises, winning a number of major swing
states, including Florida, Ohio and Pennsylvania and, as a result, will be the next president of the
United States.
Just as predicted, as stocks crash Gold rallies and both RIO ARC Bullion Accounts will post gains.
As with the Regular Account, I took profits on the 7th for the ARC Bullion Accounts and went to cash,
selling 45% of gold held in the ARC Dollar and Sterling Accounts on Monday. Why? Well in short, my
prediction being wrong. Going to cash protected the ARC from loss, as a Clinton win would have
resulted in a bullion sell off. Going to cash meant that I could average down on the back of a
Democrat victory. However, since I held near 55% of both accounts in Bullion this has resulted in
profits, as I write, on the back of the Trump announcement.
What about the RIO Professional Investors Fund? Its Sterling low risk assets will rally, due to the run
to safety by general market.
All in all it has been another profitable month for those invested with RIO, in the case of RIO Regular
very much so. Sadly, many investors outside RIO's cautious stance will lose and lose big, as stocks
fall!
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